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The project of inter-regional tax transfer and coordination studies the 
horizontal tax transfer referring to the original or due tax revenue of 
established region and its coordination in theory and empirical study. It 
contents are as follows. 
First, the researcher defines the connotation of the inter-regional 
transfer of tax revenue. There are three main forms of tax transfer caused 
by the mobility of the tax source, the measure of the tax source and the 
deviation of tax revenue and tax sources. In this report the researcher 
gives a detailed introduction of all kinds of tax transfer. 
Second, the research gives a study on the general theory of the 
inter-regional transfer of tax revenue. There are some preconditions for 
inter-regional transfer, such as the autonomy for local fiscal revenue, the 
pricing freedom for the enterprise and the separation between the tax 
contribution and tax ownership. The strengths of the echo and diffusion 
effect of tax transfer are different in all kinds of areas, but tax transfers 
have objective functions to resource allocation and income distribution. 
Third, an empirical analysis of the inter-regional transfer of tax 
revenue in China is implemented. The researcher analyses the main forms 
of tax transfer in China and introduces the mathematical analysis and 
econometric methods, then measures the size of tax transfer and 
summarize the total trend of the inter-regional transfer of tax revenue in 














vertical contrast method in measuring transfer pricing and GDP 
comparative method in measuring the deviation of tax source and income. 
Fourth, the researcher implements the correlation analysis between 
inter-regional transfer of tax revenue and tax coordination. The studies 
suggest that the existence of the tax transfer requirements the fairness 
between different areas and enterprises and the equity of tax revenue 
from the tax source. In order to weaken the negative effects of 
inter-regional transfer, the system should be optimized such as tax 
cooperation, tax accounting and the distribution according to the source. 
Fifth, the reporter gives a review and analysis of inter-regional tax 
transfer in domestic and outside. At the same time, the researcher 
arranges the horizontal coordination of tax policies in the other countries 
and areas, such as the United States, Brazil, Argentina, and the European 
Union, to study the foreign policy experience. On the other hand, the 
researcher introduces the current tax coordination policy in China and 
analyzes its defects. 
Lastly, the author provides an operational proposition for the basic 
model and policy of the inter-regional tax coordination .On the basis of 
the previous study, combined with the national conditions in China, the 
researcher provides an institutional framework and policy recommenda- 
tions for the inter-regional tax coordination in China. 
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转让定价”在国外的研究始于 20 世纪 70 年代，大体沿三个方面展开：一是研究
跨国公司制定转让价格所面临的税收环境，如 Horst(1971)、Bond(1980)、
Schjelderup 和 Sogard(1995)等；二是研究信息不对称条件下母子公司间的转让
定价安排，如 Bond 和 Gresik(1996)、Calzolari(2004)等；三是从税务机关的角
度 研 究 跨 国 公 司 税 基 和 税 收 政 策 的 不 同 对 本 国 的 福 利 效 应 ， 如
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